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Thanks for taking the time to catch up on what we’ve 
been up to. We know how busy life can get, so it means a 
lot to us that you’ve chosen to join us for a few moments. 
That’s really all we have - moments to spend one way or 
another. We make plans; we react to circumstances; we 
share experiences... not knowing how things will 
all fit together to tell a bigger story. But, I find it’s 
all the little stories that mean the most. They bring 
joy & pain, hope & despair, confusion & clarity... 
all in bite-sized pieces so we don’t choke on the 
overwhelming scope of life’s challenges & rewards. 

Step by step, we either move closer to, or farther 
from, each other & God. Like a dance, or waves on a 
beach, we move through the different seasons of our 
lives. With each tick of the clock & calendar page turning 
we begin to see our stories intermingle. The women 
in this photo are facing in the same direction, side by 
side, sharing a moment in time... just as you have done 
by joining us today.

Picture: Women in Myanmar dressed in traditional clothes during the Karen 
Unity Day Ceremony. 

NOTE FROM LAURA

LAURA HESSELINK 

Earth Mission Director of Operations 
Email: earth@earth-mission.org 
Office Phone: 479-524-0776 (Mon-Thur, midday)
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DAN RYAN
EARTH MISSION STAFF 

EMA Executive Director

This year, I turned fifty. While I’m thankful for great 
health, I see cracks forming in this jar of clay. Decades 
ago, a tough workout meant that I’d be sore the next day. 
Now, I’m sore for a week. Before, I’d jump in a pick-up 
game of basketball or ultimate Frisbee. Now, I’m satisfied 
to just sit and watch. But the most bothersome tell of 
entropy is the pair of glasses sitting on my ample nose.   
 

I always was blessed with great vision, but I remember 
when it started to decline. My kids would shove a book 
in my face, and say, “Hey Dad, read this.” My response 
was always, “Whoa there… that’s way too close!” It took 
time, and an expensive trip to the optometrist, to realize 
that I was experiencing an eye condition common at 
age 40: hyperopia (nearsightedness). Holding books at 
arm’s length, I could read without a problem. 

Eventually, my arms weren’t long enough. I remember 
the “Oh, wow” reaction when purchasing the first 
pair of reading glasses. I could see clearly! Now, 
I  use glasses to read, virtually all  the time. 
 

Have you ever faced a situation you couldn’t see a 
clear answer to? Have you ever had a break-through 
- something that brings clarity, understanding and a 
clean solution? Perhaps it was a change of perspective? 
Just as a good pair of reading glasses unlocks the secret 
of tiny text, so a fresh perspective opens up new ways 
to see things more clearly.[...]

To read more about Dan’s latest blog, click on the 
following link: https://www.earth-mission.org/2018/07/glasses/

Picture: Dan with his wife and four kids during their last trip to the US.

Picture: Dan working on his computer with his glasses. 

GLASSES.
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EARTH MISSION ASIA

T-RAD CLINIC PATIENT 
NUMBERS IN JUNE

Did you know that your support and donations have 
a direct impact on the health of residents around 
Kyaukkyi, Myanmar? In June alone, our dedicated 
staff and students at the T-RAD Clinic saw 968 
outpatients, had 14 admissions and gave 104 ultrasounds! 
Thanks for continuing to support our work!

Picture: One of our patients waiting to see our medical staff at the T-RAD Clinic.

/earthmissionasia

info@earthmissionasia.org

earthmissionasia.org

THE TRAUMA TRAINING HAS 
STARTED!

Bryce Dryden (our visiting instructor) and Dr. 
Mitch have started the Trauma Training with Year 2 
& 3 students in Kyaukkyi. One of the best strategies 
in treating survivable trauma is stopping massive 
hemorrhage. Patients have only a couple minutes before 
a major bleed will kill them. On the first day of the 
training, Bryce taught students how they can control 
hemorrhages. They used both pulse and doppler to 
determine if the tourniquet application was effective.   

Before the training, Dr. Mitch and Bryce went to 
downtown Yangon to buy medical supplies. Dr. Mitch 
was pleasantly surprised to find the shopkeepers 
clearly speaking English, as well as Burmese and even 
some Urdu!

Picture: Bryce Dryden (center) teaching the students during the Trauma Training.

PRAYER REQUESTS

•	Thankful enough funds came in for our EMA Conference! 
Pray for good meetings on August 23-25. We will be 66 
people. 
•	Pray for Jon and Sara as they travel to our conference 
in Thailand and then move to Kyaukkyi. 
•	Pray for all the last details for this major move. 
•	Pray for the Trauma Training that is happening now, 
that the students and staff learn what they need. 
•	Pray for our students as they are half way through 
this year of training, that they continue to learn well!
•	Pray for ongoing project funds knowing that God 
will provide. 
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/1toAnother

zeeshanlaaldin@gmail.com 

onetoanother.org.pk

PRAY FOR ONETOANOTHER’S 
PROJECTS

RUFIN SCHOOL

•	Pray for the students as they prepare to start school 

again after summer holidays.  

Pray for Godly, well-trained teachers. We pray that they 

will be motivated to continue to work in a difficult area.  

 

VICTORIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

•	We are thankful for some promising leads in our 

fundraising drive.  Please pray that we can raise the 

necessary funds for the initial year of running costs.  

•	Pray that God would give guidance for the selection of 

staff for a really good and strong opening.  

LAALDIN FAMILY

•	Thankful for a refreshing break in Australia with Jess’ 

parents. 

•	Shani has had time for proposal writing and some 

encouraging meetings. 

•	Pray for God’s peace and conviction as we make some 

changes ahead with the kids’ schooling.  

•	We are thankful for the opportunity recently to hear a 

Bible study on the Holy Spirit and God’s reminder to us 

that our work is done through His strength and not our 

own. 

Picture: The Rufin School students during classes.


